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Abstract: In order to ensure the correct operation of a distributed system, the protocol imple-
mentation must be tested for conformance to the specification that is defined as a standard. The 
UIOv and Wp methods are two formal methods in generating the test sequence. In the past dec-
ade, a lot of new techniques have been proposed to optimize the test sequence resulting from the 
UIOv method. On the other hand, the traditional Reset technique is still used in the Wp method 
to generate a test sequence that is very long. In this paper, we propose a new technique to opti-
mize the test sequence resulting from the Wp method. The technique involves the construction of 
the test segments from the Wp method, and a Rural Chinese Postman Algorithm which optimally 
connects these test segments into a test sequence.  Moreover, the technique is extended to gener-
ate the synchronizable test sequence. A lot of optimization techniques used in the UIOv method 
can then be modified to accommodate the Wp method based on similar extensions. 
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1. Introduction 
 

A distributed system is composed of many 
parties (i.e., computers, instruments, etc.) re-
motely connected by communication links 
(i.e., cables, fibers, etc.) through which mes-
sages are transmitted [2].  A protocol is the 
representation of as well as the orderly ex-
change of these messages that must be agreed 
on by any party before using it, and a set of 
protocols is usually layered to establish a 
complex communicating behavior.  In each 
party, a protocol is implemented in either 
software or hardware or firmware that has an 
upper and lower interface to the upper- and 
lower-layer protocol(s) [22].   

The objective of protocol conformance 
testing is to see if a protocol implementation 

conforms to the protocol specification defined 
as a standard.  According to the “OSI Con-
formance Testing Methodology and Frame-
work” proposed by the International Standard 
Organization (ISO) [14], the implementation 
must be tested as a black box. As shown in 
Figure 1,  

 

Lower Tester(L)

Upper Tester(U)

Implementation(I)

upper interface 

lower interface 

 
 

Figure 1. A protocol testing system 

the upper interface of the implementation (I) 
is controlled and observed directly by the up-
per tester (U), and the lower interface of the 
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implementation (I) is controlled and observed 
indirectly by the lower tester (L).  Inputs are 
sent from the upper and lower testers to the 
implementation, and the outputs are checked 
to see that they are as expected.  The se-
quence of input/output pairs is the test se-
quence, and the number of inputs is the test 
sequence length [23]. 

The test sequence is generated from the 
protocol specification which is usually de-
composed into a control and a data portion [8].  
The control portion determines how messages 
are sent and received.  It can be considered a 
deterministic Finite State Machine (FSM) 
which contains states and transitions.  Ini-
tially, the FSM is in a specific state called the 
initial state. An input (i.e., stimulus) will 
cause the FSM to generate output(s) (i.e., re-
sponses) and to change from the current state 
to a new state; this process is a transition [11].  
The data portion specifies some supplemen-
tary parameters. It can be informally de-
scribed by a set of rules among parameter 
values [5] or formally specified by an Ex-
tended Finite State Machine (EFSM) [15].  
This paper is concerned with testing the con-
trol portion.   

In testing the control portion, machine 
identification experiments [15] in finite state 
machine theory have been applied and are 
known as formal methods [8]. The typical aim 
of these methods is to generate a test se-
quence which guarantees that the transitions 
are correctly implemented.   The test se-
quence contains a preparatory and a checking 
part.  The preparatory part checks that the 
State-Identification (SI) sequence(s) (derived 
from the FSM specification) exist in the 
implementation. The checking part checks 
that each transition is correctly implemented 
by the test segments constructed from the SI 
sequence(s). Traditionally, the Reset 
technique is used to connect the test segments 
of the checking part. That is, the 
implementation is taken from the initial state 
to where each test segment starts, the test 
segment is applied, and the implementation is 

and the implementation is reset to the initial 
state.   

Well-known formal methods include the T 
[19], D [13], Wp [23] UIOv [4][11] and 
method which use no sequences, Distinguish-
ing Sequence [13], Unique Input/Output 
(UIO) Sequence [20] and Characterization 
Set (W set) [7] as the SI sequence(s) respec-
tively. Experimentations suggest that the T 
method cannot detect a lot of faulty imple-
mentations [21] and only very few protocols 
have the Distinguishing Sequences [13]; so 
the T and the D methods are seldom used in 
reality.  All protocols have the W set so the W 
method can be applied, however, the gener-
ated test sequence is quite long.  The UIOv 
method produces a shorter test sequence but is 
not applicable to all protocols (a few proto-
cols do not have UIO sequences.)  The UIOv 
and Wp methods are the most and secondly 
popular methods respectively.  

Fault detection capability of the UIOv and 
Wp methods have been proved theoretically.  
It is proved in [4][11][23] that the Reset tech-
nique can connect their test segments into a 
test sequence which satisfies the existence 
criterion, i.e., the generateed test sequence 
can detect any k-state faulty implementation, 
where k is not larger than the number of the 
states of the FSM.  However, such a proof is 
based on the assumption that the reset transi-
tions are correctly implemented.  Unfortu-
nately, some FSMs do not have the reset tran-
sitions.  And, even if they have, the reset tran-
sitions (just like the other transitions) may be 
incorrectly implemented by an engineer.  On 
the other hand, the Reset technique uses a lot 
of overhead sequences to take the FSM 
to/from the initial state. These overhead se-
quences make the test sequence very long.   

The UIOv method based on the Reset tech-
nique has been singifically improved in the 
past decade.  In [1], an RCP (Rural Chinese 
Postman) technique has been proposed to 
replace the Reset technique by connecting the 
test segments into a shorter test sequence.  
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The RCP technique uses minimum-length        
overhead sequences to directly connect these 
test segments into a continuous test sequence, 
which doesn’t need to make repeated use of 
reset transitions.  Moreover, because the in-
dustry seeks even shorter test sequences, the 
preparatory part is not included in the final 
test sequence.  A lot of papers have explored 
further extensions by overlapping the test 
segments or applying the technique to other 
models [8].   These results have made the ap-
proach of testing the control portion using the 
UIO sequences very popular. 

On the other hand, the Wp method still use 
the Reset technique (which is the only tech-
nique to connect the test segments.)  Though 
the Wp method in the FSM model has been 
applied to the Communicating Nondetermin-
sitc FSM model [17] and the Real-Time FSM 
model [9], the lengthy test sequence due to 
the Reset technique has made the Wp method 
unpoular in reality.  In this paper,  we are first 
to apply the RCP technique to the Wp method.  
And as in [1], the preparatory part is not in-
cluded in the final test sequence.   We connect 
test segments of the checking part into a con-
tinuous test sequence using minimum-length 
overhead sequences.  By introducing the Ru-
ral Chinese Postman Algorithm [1], an opti-
mal test sequence which includes all the (non 
overlapping) test segments can be found if the 
protocol satisfies either the returning or self-
loop property [1].   Then, we extend the tech-
nique to generate the synchronizable test se-
quence [3].  It is expected that our optimiza-
tion techniques can be further improved just 
like those techniques of [1] and can be ex-
tended to other models [9][17] other than the 
current FSM model.    

In Section 2, the Wp method is reviewed.   
In Section 3, the optimization technique is 
proposed.  In Section 4, the technique is ex-
tended to generate the synchronizable test se-
quence.  In Section 5, other extensions of the 
technique are discussed.  

2. Review of the checking part of the Wp 
method 

Consider an FSM represented by the transi-
tion digraph G(V, E) of Figure 21.  The vertex 
set V = {1, 2, 3} represents the states and the 
edge set E = {T1, T2, ..., T9} represents the 
transitions.   Each transition Tj = (K, L; i/o) is 
a transition from the current state K to the 
next state L caused by an input “i” with an 
output “o”.  “1” is the initial state.   A con-
secutive sequence of edges E1, E2, . . ., Eq is 
called a path denoted by [E1, E2, . . ., Eq].   A 
path which starts and ends at the same vertex 
(in this paper, specifically the initial state) is 
called a tour.   In Figure 1, only transitions T1, 
T2, ..., T6 will be checked as they represent 
the main behavior of the protocol. 

 
1

b /z

a/x

a/y

b /y

b /y

2

3

T 2

T 8

 T 4

T 3

T 5
T 9
c/y

T 6 c/v

T 7

c/v

a/xT 1 

 
Remarks: 

a: input from U to I   b, c: inputs from L to I 
z: output from I to U    x, y, v: outputs from I to L 

Figure 2.  The transition digraph G(V, E) of an 
FSM M 

An input sequence will cause the FSM in a 
specific state to produce a corresponding out-
put sequence.  A set of input sequences called 
set I will cause the FSM in state J to produce 
a set of output sequences, namely, OUTj(I).  
For example, consider I = {a, b}.  OUT1(I) = 
OUT1({a, b}) = {x, y}, because input “a” will 
                                                                                          
1 As assumed in [11],  the FSM is minimal (i.e., none of its 
states are equivalent),  completely specified (i.e., the same input 
can be applied to all states),  and G(V,  E) is strongly connected 
(i.e., there is a path from any vertex to any other vertex.).  
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cause the FSM in state 1 to output “x” (see 
transition T1) and input “b” will cause the 
FSM in state 1 to output “y” (see transition 
T2).   I  is a W set if OUTj(I) is distinct for 
any state J.  For example, I = {a, b} is a W set 
because Output1({a, b}) = {x, y}, Output2({a, 
b}) = {x, z}, and Output3({a, b}) = {y, y} are 
all distinct.  The Wp set (i.e., the partial W 
set) is a subset I’ of the W set, such that Out-
putj(I’) is different from Outputk(I’) when k ≠ 
j.   For example, consider the subset {b} of 
the W set {a, b}. Output1({b}) = {y}, Out-
put2({b}) = {z} and Output3({b}) = {y}.  {b} 
is a Wp set for state 2, because Output2({b}) 
is different from both Output1({b}) and Out-
put3({b}).   Similarly, {a} is the Wp set for 
state 3, and {a, b} is the Wp set for state 1.   

Assume that Wp(J) has q input sequences.  
In G(V, E), these q input sequences corre-
spond to q paths starting from vertex q, 
namely, Wp(J)1, Wp(J)2, . . .., Wp(J)q (or 
simply Wp(J) if q =1.)  For example, {a, b} is 
a Wp set for state 1. The inputs “a” and “b” 
correspond to paths Wp(1)1 = [T1] and 
Wp(1)2 = [T2].  Similarly, Wp(2)=  [T3],  
Wp(3) = [T8].  Every transition of the set {T1, 
T2, ..., T6}will be checked in the checking 
part of the Wp method.  Each transition Tr = 
(J, K; i/o) is checked by the test segments [Tr, 
Wp(K)1],  [Tr, Wp(K)2], . . . , [Tr, Wp(K)q] 
where Tr tests the input/output pair of the 
transition, and Wp(K)1,  Wp(K)2, . . . , 
Wp(K)q confirm the ending state. These test 
segments are called Check(Tr)1, Check(Tr)2, 
…, Check(Tr)q.   For example, to check tran-
sition T3 = (2, 1; b/z), we have  Check(T3)1 = 
[T3, Wp(1)1]  = [T3, T1] and  Check(T3)2 = 
[T3, Wp(1)2] =  [T3, T2].    The other test 
segments are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1.  A set of test segments for the FSM of 
Figure 2 

 
  Starting  State Test  Segments Ending  State

Check(T 1) =[T1, T 3]

Check(T 2) =[T2, T 8]

Check(T 3)1 =[T3, T 1]

Check(T 3)2 =[T3, T 2]

Check(T 4)1 =[T4, T 1]

Check(T 4)2 =[T4, T 2]

Check(T 5) =[T5, T 3]

Check(T 6) =[T6, T 8]

1 1

1 3

2 2

2 3

2 2

2 3

3 1

1 3

f
 

The Reset technique will connect the test 
segments of Table 1 into a continuous test 
sequence.  It does not connect them directly 
because the test segments do not start and end 
at the initial state.  Instead, the technique in-
serts an overhead sequence before each test 
segment to make it start from the initial state,  
and it inserts the reset transition (or another 
overhead sequence afterward to make it end at 
the initial state.)  For example, in Table 1, 
consider the test segment Check(T4)2 = [T4, 
T2] which starts at state 2 and ends at state 3.  
As shown in Figure 3, we insert “T1” before 
[T4, T2] so that [T1, T4, T2] starts from state 
1, and insert “T5, T4” afterward so that [T1, 
T4, T2, T5, T4] ends at state 1. The complete 
test sequence is shown in Figure 3. 

3. An optimization technique for checking 
part of the Wp method 

In Section 2, the Reset technique is used to 
connect the test segments of the checking part 
of the Wp method, by extending each test 
segment to start and end at the initial state.  In 
this section, the RCP technique will be used 
to directly connect these test segments into a 
minimum-length test sequence by using a 
minimum number of minimum-length over-
head sequences. As described in Section 1, 
the preparatory part is not included in the fi-
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nal test sequence.  The technique involves 
two steps. 

 
T1, T3   /* Check(T1)  */          
T2, T8, T5, T4    /*Check (T2)  */ 
T1, T3, T1, T3   /*Check(T3)1  */     
T1, T3, T2, T5, T4   /* Check(T3)2 */ 
T1, T4, T1, T3   /* Check(T4)1 */     
T1, T4, T2, T5, T4   /*Check(T4)2  */ 
T2, T5, T3 /*Check(T5) */    
T6, T8, T5, T4   /*Check(T6) */ 

total length = 31 
 

Figure 3.  The test sequence constructed from the 
test segments of Table 1 by the Reset 
technique (test segments are in bold 
face) 

First, the test segments of Table 1 are em-
bedded as bold edges into the transition di-
graph G(V, E) of Figure 1, resulting in a W 
digraph G’(V’, E’) of Figure 4. In Table 1, 
each test segment which starts at state J and 
ends at state K is embedded as a bold edge 
from vertex J to vertex K.  For example, the 
test segment Check(T5) = [T5, T3] of Table 1 
is embedded as a bold edge (3, 1; Check(T5)) 
in Figure 4, because the path [T5, T3] starts 
from state 3 and ends at state 1. The cost of an 
edge is defined as the number of input/output 
pairs that is associated with the edge. Hence, 
the cost of the bold edge (3, 1; Check(T5)) is 
2 because it has two input/outputpairs.  

Second, the Rural Chinese Postman Tour 
[1] of the W digraph is used to generate a 
minimum-legnth test sequence which includes 
all the (non-overlapping) test segments. The 
Rural Chinese Postman Tour of a digraph is a 
minimum-cost tour which traverses every 
bold edge at least once.  In Figure 4, the cost 
of an edge is defined as the number of in-
put/output pairs associated with the edge. For 
example, the Rural Chinese Postman Tour of 
Figure 4, i.e., Check(T1), Check(T2), Check(T5), 

Check(T6), T5, Check(T3)2, T5, Check(T4)1, T2, T5, 
Check(T4)2, T5,  Check(T3)1 is used to generate 
the optimal test sequence of Figure 5.  

 

3

T2

  T8

T 4 
T 3 

T 5 
 T9

T6

T7

Check(T1)

Check(T 3 ) 2 

Check(T4)2Check(T2)

Check(T 5 ) 

1

T 1 

Check(T4)1

Check(T 3 ) 1 2
Check(T6)

 
 
Figure 4.  The W digraph G’(V’, E’) constructed 

from the transition digraph of Figure 1 
by embedding the test segments of  
Table 1 

         
T1,T3,T2,T8,T5,T3,T6,T8,T5,T3,T2,T5,T4,
T1,T2,T5,T4,T2,T5,T3,T1       

total length = 21 
 
Figure 5.  The test sequence obtained from the 

test segments of Table 1 by the RCP 
technique 

It is NP-hard to find the Rural Chinese 
Postman Tour of a general digraph [16].     
Fortunately, a low-order polynomial-time al-
gorithm can find the optimal tour if the bold 
edges form a weakly connected subgraph2 [1].  
If it is not weakly connected, a minimum 
number of fine edges are redrawn as bold 
edges until all the bold edges are weakly con-
nected, and so that the bold edges can be 
weakly connected [10], in such a way that an 

                                                                                          
2 A digraph is weakly connected if there is a path from 
any vertex to any other vertex disregarding the edge 
directions.  
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approximate tour can be found. If the Wp set 
of each state contains only an input sequence, 
the Wp set is in fact a UIO sequence.  In such 
a case, the W digraph is in fact an RCP di-
graph of [1]. Because a Wp set can have more 
than one input sequences, bold edges of the W 
digraph are more likely to form a weakly 
connected subgraph than that of the RCP di-
graph.   It has been proved in [1] that if the 
protocol has either the returning property (i.e., 
there is a transition from any state to the ini-
tial state) or the self-loop property (i.e, the 
FSM has at least one self-loop per state), the 
bold edges of the RCP digraph are weakly 
connected.  Clearly, these two properties ap-
ply to the W digraph as well.    

Formally, the process stated in this section 
is described by the following algorithm. 
 
Algorithm 1.  
 
Input: An FSM represented by a transition 
digraph G(V, E). A set of test segments con-
structed from the Wp sets. 

 
Output: A test sequence  
 
Step 1: /* Construct a W digraph G'(V', E') */  
Copy G(V, E) into G'(V', E');   
For each test segment Check(Tq) which starts 
from state J and ends at state K 

add a bold edge labeled with  (J, K;  
Check(Tq))  which starts from vertex J and  
ends at  verex K to graph G'(V', E');  
The edge cost  is assigned as the length of 
test segment Tq;  
 

Step 2: /* Graph Modification */ 
 
Check if all bold edges of G'(V', E') are 
weakly connected by the algorithm of [1];  
If those  bold edges are not weakly connected 
then bolden a minimum set of fine edges by 
the algorithm of [10];  

 
Step 3: /* Test Sequence Generation */  

Use the Rural Chinese Postman Algorithm of 
[1] to find the Rural Chinese Postman of G'(V, 
E');  
Write input/output pairs of the tour into a test 
sequence. 

 
4. Extending the technique to generate the 

synchronizable test sequence  
 
A test sequence may encounter a synchro-

nization problem when applying to the testing 
system of Figure 1. Consider the FSM of Fig-
ure 2.  The test sequence [T2, T8] = [b/y, a/y] 
encounters a synchronization problem. In 
“b/y”, the lower tester (L) sends “b” to the 
implementation (I) then L receives “y” from I.  
In  “a”, the upper tester (U) will send “a” to  I.  
However, U does not know the exact time that 
L sends “b”, so that it does not know the exact 
time to send “a” thereafter. By definition [3], 
a consecutive input/output pair "ij/oj, ij+1" 
encounters a synchronization problem if 
“ij+1“ is sent from the tester that neither 
sends “ij” nor receives “oj”.  To avoid the 
synchronization problem, “b/y, a/y” is modi-
fied into “b/y, LtoU, a/y” where “LtoU” is an 
external synchronization operation which in-
dicates that L should call U to send the next 
message.  Similary, we need another external 
synchronization operation “UtoL”. Such a call 
is usually established by the incovient tele-
phone that is operated manually. As a result, 
we want to use these external synchronization 
operations as less as possible. 

The optimization technique described in 
Section 3 is extended to generate the syn-
chronizable test sequence, based on four steps.  
First, the transition digraph (Figure 2) is con-
verted to the DuplexE digraph (Figure 6) [3], 
the path of which is used to generate the syn-
chronizable test sequence.  Each vertex J of 
Figure 2 is converted to vertices Lj and Uj of 
Figure 6.  Each transition Tr = (J, K; i/o) of 
Figure 2 is converted to the edge (Aj, Bk; i/o) 
of Figure 6, if tester A sends “i” and tester B 
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either sends “i” or receives “o” [3].   In Figure 
6, the dashed edges represent external syn-
chronization operations.  Any path of Figure 6 
can be used to generated to generate the syn-
chronizable test sequence.   Any path of Fig-
ure 6 that includes no dashed edges can be 
used to generate the synchronizable test se-
quence which involves no external synchroni-
zation operations.   

 
L 1

L 3

U 1

U 2

U 3

T 1

T 1

T 2

T 3 T 4

T 5

T 7 T 8T 8

LtoU

T 4

L 2

T 9

T 6

UtoL

LtoU

T 3

UtoL

LtoU
UtoL

 
Figure 6.  The DuplexE digraph constructed from 

the transition digraph G(V, E) of  Figure 
1 

Second, synchronizable test segments are 
constructed from the Wp sets. Notice that 
many subsets of a W set can be the Wp set.  
Thus, we can explore all the possible choices 
to determine the Wp set which can be used to 
generate the synchronizable test segments.  
Moreover, if we cannot find the synchroni-
zable test segments, we can enlarge the W set 
so that a state can have even more choices of 
Wp set; or we can simply construct a syn-
chronizable test segment by introducing the 
external synchronization operations.  For ex-
ample, consider the W set {a, b} of the FSM 
in Figure 2.  From this W set, we cannot find 
any Wp set that can construct the synchroni-
zable test segments for checking transition  
T2 and T6.  Thus, we enlarge the W set to be 
{a, b, cb} so that we determine Wp(3) = [c/v, 
b/z] = [T5, T3].  Hence, we construct the syn-
chronizable test segments Check(T2) = [T2, 
T5, T3] , and Check(T6) =  [T6, T5, T3]. 

Formally, the process stated in this section 
is described by the following algorithm. 

  
Algorithm 2.   
 
Input: An FSM represented by a transition 
digraph G(V, E). A W set. A set  I which de-
notes the set of possible inputs of the FSM. 

 
Output: a synchronizable test sequence  
 
Step 1: /* Construct the DuplexE digraph */ 
Construct the duplexE digraph G"(V', E") 
from G(V, E) by the algorithm of [3] 

      
Step 2: /* Find Synchronizable Test Seg-
ments  */ 
 
For each state J  
     Find all Wp sets of W for state J by the  

algorithm of [11];  
Let WpJ be the superset of all these Wp sets;  
For each transition Tq which starts at state J 
and ends at state K.  
       

k :=1;   
        Repeat 
            Consider the kth Wp set of the  

superset  WpJ  
            Let Wp(J) denote this WP set;  
            If  [Tq, Wp(J)] is synchronizable] is  

synchronizable  
            exit;    
            k:= k+1;   
       Until all Wp sets are considered;   
       Check(Tq) = [Tq, Wp(J)];  

 
Step 3: /* Construct the DuplexW digraph 
G*(V*, E*) */  
 
For each test segment Check(Tq) which starts 
from state J and ends at state K  

add a bold edge labeled with  (J, K; 
Check(Tq)) which starts from vertex J and 
ends at verex K to graph G"(V", E");The 
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edge cost  is assigned as the length of test 
segment Tq;   

 
Step 4: /* Sychronizable Test Sequence Gen-
eration */  
 
Use the Selecting Chinese Postman Tour Al-
gorithm of [5] to find the Selecting Chinese 
Postman Tour of G*(V*, E*);  
Write input/output pairs of the tour into a test 
sequence.  

 
Third, the DuplexE digraph is embedded 

with the synchronizable test segments so as to 
construct the DuplexW digraph (Figure 7).  
Consider a synchronizable test segment 
Check(Tr)s =  [i1/o1, i2/o2, . . ., ip/op] which 
starts at state J and ends at state K.  It is em-
bedded as a bold edge (Aj, Bk; i1/o1, 
i2/o2, . . ., ip/op) where  “i1” is sent by tester 
A, and either “ip” is sent by tester B or “op” 
is sent to tester B.  Moreover, we put the bold 
label Check(Tr)s on the edge,  and each edge 
is assigned a cost according to the cost of op-
erations that are associated with the edge. For 
example, consider Check(T5) = [T5, T3] = 
[c/v, b/z] which starts at state 3 and ends at 
state 1.  It is embedded as two bold edges (L3, 
L1; c/v, b/z) and (L3, U1; c/v, b/z) because 
[c/v, b/z] starts with an input relating to tester 
L and [c/v, b/z, i] remains synchronizable for 
any input relating to either tester L or tester U. 

 
Fourth, we find the Selecting Chinese 

Postman Tour of the DuplexW digraph so as 
to compute the test sequence.  Notice that the 
edge that shares the same bold label repre-
sents the same test segment.  For example, 
(L2, Check(T3)1, L2) and (L2, Check(T3)1, 
U2) represent the same test segment 
Check(T3)1. Thus, the Selecting Chinese 
Postman Tour is defined as a tour whether 
each bold label of the set {Check(T1), Check 

(T2), Check(T3)1, Check(T3)2, Check(T4)1, 
Check(T4)2, Check(T5), Check(T6)} appears 
at least once. In [5], an algorithm is proposed 
for finding either the Selecting Chinese Post-
man Tour or an approximate tour of a digraph.   
In Figure 7, we find the tour: (L1, L1; 
Check(T2)), (L1, L1; Check(T6)), (L1, L3; 
T2), (L3, L2; T5), (L2, L2; Check(T3)1), (L2, 
L3; Check(T3)2), (L3, U1, Check(T5)), (U1, 
U2; Check(T1)), (U1, U2;T1), (U2, U2; 
Check(T4)1), (U2, L3; Check(T4)2), (U2, L2; 
T5), (L2, L1;T3)), which is used to generate 
the synchronizable test sequence of Figure 8. 

 

 
 
Figure 7.  The DuplexW Digraph (edges and verti-

ces of Figure 6 is a part of this digraph 
but is not shown here for clarity) 

 
 T2, T5, T3, T6, T5, T3, T2, T5, T3, T1, 
T3,T2, T5, T3, T1, T3, T1, T4, T1, T4, T2, 
T5, T3   

Total length = 23 
 
Figure 8.  The synchronizable test sequence for 

the transition digraph of Figure 1 ob-
tained by an extension of the RCP 
technique 

5. Conclusions 
 
In this paper, we have proposed a tech-

nique to generate the test sequence for proto-

L 1

L 3

U 1

U 2

Check(T1)

Check(T 2 ) 

Check(T3)1

Check(T3)2

Check(T4) 1

Check(T 4 ) 2 

Check(T 5 ) 

Check(T5)

Check(T2 )

Check(T6 )

Check(T 6 ) 
L 1

Check(T 1 ) 

Check(T 3 ) 1 

Check(T 4 ) 1 
L 2
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col conformance testing using the Wp sets 
and the RCP technique.    An optimal test se-
quence can be obtained if the protocol satis-
fies either the returning property or the self-
loop property.   As stated in [1], many real 
protocol possess either property. However, if 
neither one is satisfied, a W digraph of the 
protocol can still be constructed to see if the 
bold edges are weakly connected so that an 
optimal test sequence can be obtained.  We 
have also extended our technique to generate 
synchronizable test sequences. Other exten-
sions are described as follows.  

First, we can overlap test segments into a 
shorter test sequence.  The technique for over-
lapping test segments based on the UIOv 
method has been widely studied [8] [18].  For 
the Wp method, a simple overlapping ap-
proach is performed by first checking if any 
pair of test segments can be overlapped and 
merging the two overlapped test segments 
into a new test segment.   This merging proc-
ess can be repeated  k times so that at most k 
test segments can be overlapped.   Those new 
test segments are then connected into a con-
tinuous test sequence by the RCP technique 
described in this paper.  More complex over-
lapping techniques worth further study.   

Second, we can apply the technique to a 
protocol modeled by other models.  For ex-
ample, for a protocol modeled by an Extended 
Finite State Machine (EFSM), a test sequence 
is executable if the test sequence is associated 
with parameter values which obey the rules 
defined in the EFSM. In [6],  the Selecting 
digraph has been proposed to automatically 
generate the executable test sequence from an 
EFSM.   It is expected that the current tech-
nique can be applied to the Selecting Digraph 
for generating an executable test sequence 
based on the Wp method.  
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